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For the teacher: (1) The relative importance of various aspects of the subject 
becomes easier to determine, and hence what should be omitted and what empha- 
sized. 

(2) IndicatiorAs are obtained of the order in which to introduce new knowledge, 
since the history of the world's progress in mathematics is not without similarity 
to tha't of an individual (e.g., the late appearance in history of an understanding 
of the minus sign in algebra indicates where it should be attempted in the school 
study of this subject). 

(3) The difficulties of bteginners are more readily seen, for they are much the 
same throughout time. (A striking instance of this is the confusion between 
determinate and indeterminate problems-once pointed out, it never recurs.) 

For the taught: (4) An understanding of mathematics as a body of methods 
and knowledge that have grown and are still growing by the labours of men, and 
not as a curiously pointless and arbitrary set of rules and definitions. 

(5) A better grasp of underlying principles as the course of history makes 
them stand out more and more clearly. 

(6) A connection of mathiematics with interesting and useful inventions. 
(7) The interest that any subject gains that is packed with anecdotes and 

stories. 

IV. AN INTRODUCTION TO PLANE TRIGONOMETRY BY GRAPHICAL METHODS. 

By H. J. ETTLINGER, University of Texas. 

It is not an uncommon experience of teachers of trigonometry to find students, 
who are plunged without warning into the definitions of the trigonometric 
functions, completely bewildered by the terms, sine, cosine, etc. It may be a 
good plan in taking a cold bath to immerse suddenly, but it is equally a good 
plan in teaching trigonometry to lead the student into the subject by a method 
which will directly connect it with his previous study of plane geometry. 

This summer in a course in trigonometry the writer developed at some length 
a graphical introduction, based on the use of the ruler, compasses, and protractor. 
This graphical substratum continued throughout the course as an essential 
element. 

As a student, the writer recalls a frequent remark of one of his instructors, 
Professor Roever of Washington University, that the element of value contained 
in an accurately drawn figure is usually completely overlooked. The habit of 
drawing by means of instruments careful and accurate figures to represent 
mathematical situations should be developed as early as possible. Often such a 
figure suggests a solution; always it will provide a check. It serves admirably 
as an example of what modern mathematical rigor means, viz: clearness. 

The writer puts forward no claim to originality in this paper. A number of 
the ideas are to be found in the early chapters of Wilczynski and Slaught's Plane 
Trigonometry (Allyn and Bacon). In the course as given the past summer, 
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however, the text was supplemented by further development and additional 
problems. 

The course opens with a review of plane geometry, covering the theorem of 
Pythagora,s, similar triangles, and the construction of triangles. These theorems 
are treated in detail. The special case of similar right triangles is given careful 
attention. The construction of oblique triangles for the four cases is recalled. 
After pointing out the impossibility of measuring certain distances directly and 
the magnitude of error introduced when the measurement is possible, we proceed 
immediately to the graphical solution of triangles. 

The use of a ruler and compasses does not require explanation. For this 
work a ruler graduated to tenths of an inch is a distinct advantage, since with a 
little practice afid the use of fine lines the student can soon estimate accurately 
to hundredths of an inch. A centimeter scale graduated to millimeters has its 
merits also. 

The rotation definition of an angle is now introduced and defined in terms of 
the arc subtended on a unit circle. For many purposes it is convenient to make 
the angle and this arc synonymous. For instance, it removes at once the mystery 
connected with the notation 0 = arc sin y. It also simplifies the radian unit of 
measurement. The use of a protractor to measure any angle should be explained. 

The student now accurately represents the actual situation in space on a 
sheet of paper. This he accomplishes by constructing a similar triangle to a 
suitable scale, and from his knowledge of similar triangles he readily sees why he 
obtains the correct values for the unknown sides and angles from the figure by 
direct measurement. For the solution of right triangles, cross-section paper is 
of great assistance. 

The area of any triangle is found by dropping a perpendicular from a vertex 
to the opposite side as base and measuring the length of the altitude thus obtained. 
The area is then computed by the usual formula. 

The construction of an accurate figure and the careful measurement of the 
unknown parts of the triangle continues throughout the course in combination 
with a solution by computation. Later in the course, after the theory of logar- 
ithms has been explained and logarithms used in computation, the slide rule 
is presented as a graphical table of logarithms. It is the belief of the writer that 
the graphical introduction facilitated the understanding of the principle of the 
slide rule. 

The transition from the graphical method to the use of trigonometric func- 
tions is easily made by pointing out the limitations of accuracy to the above 
constructions. Triangles having small angles and situations demanding more 
accurate results can be cited. The need for a computation method is appreciated. 
A course given without this kind of an introduction must necessarily plunge the 
student into the definition of the trigonometric ratios similar to the arbitrary 
definitions of the theory of functions. This point of view a freshman cannot 
understand. 

After the trigonometric functions have been defined, the class constructs a 
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two-place table of sines and cosines by drawing the angles and measuring the 
lengths. The graph of the sine curve, and cosine also, is drawn, using the data 
just obtained. This establishes at once the connection between sines and cosines 
and waves. 

The construction of an angle when one of the ratios is given is a useful appli- 
cation of the graphical method. The angle is measured by means of the pro- 
tractor, and the other ratios are scaled off. Squared paper is very helpful for 
this work. Finally, it should be pointed out that at this time the inverse trigono- 
metric functions should be introduced as nomenclature for the angles just con- 
structed, and not, as is usually done, at the very end of the course. 

It occurs to the writer that some teachers might contend that in a short 
course in plane trigonometry there is no time to give to the considerations dis- 
cussed in this paper. In reply the writer can only cite his experience of this 
summer. The course covered twenty-eight lecture periods, each fifty minutes 
in length. Out of these, four were devoted to hour quizzes, and two more, to 
review at the end of the course. In addition to the graphical introduction, all 
the topics of the average text on plane trigonometry were covered, including 
proofs for all the formule used, trigonometric identities, and trigonometric 
equations. The only curtailment necessary was in the time ordinarily devoted 
to the last topic. 

From the point of view of interest it may be stated that this introduction 
makes a strong appeal to all classes: the future engineer always on the alert for 
practical methods, the bright student studying mathematics for its own sake, 
as well as the " prerequisite for the A.B." individual. The method, more- 
over, is valuable per se inasmuch as it is the one used during the late war to 
solve problems in aerial navigation, artillery and orientation, and plane sailing 
where first approximations were desired. These fields alone provide a wealth 
of simple problems. 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS. 

REVIEWS. 

MATHEMATICAL ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES. 

The Human Worth of Rigorous Thinking: Essays and Addresses. By CASSIUS 
J. KEYSER. New York, Columbia University Press, 1916. 314 pp. Price 
$1.75. 
Whitehead and Russell's imposing Principia Mathematica furnishes a sys- 

tematic treatise of the most recent and horoughgoing philosophy of mathe- 
matics and as such is addressed to those well grounded in mathematics and logic; 
Shaw's smaller book, The Philosophy of Mathematics, presents the various aspects 
of mathematics to graduate students. A pleasant task has been assigned to the 
reviewer, that of describing and evaluating Professor Keyser's delightful essays 
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